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Vendor Vignette

Kofax
Founded 1985 | HQ Irvine, CA | >2,400 employees (approx.) | $550-650M revenue (est.)

Kofax has a deeper bench in the process automation market and
the information management market than many buyers realize.
While Kofax has traditionally sold its technologies as standalone
products in target markets, it’s more appropriate to think of Kofax as
an intelligent automation company with an integrated platform for
end-to-end, operational, and customer-facing business processes.

The Company

Analysis estimates its 2018 revenues to be
approximately $550-650 million.

Kofax is a privately held company specializing

Kofax has deep roots in process automation

in process automation, robotic process

and content-related software. It started as a

automation (RPA), and a portfolio of content

leading document capture software vendor

technologies. The firm was founded in 1985

and then expanded through organic growth

and is headquartered in Irvine, California.

and acquisitions to now provide e-signature,

Kofax employs over 2,400 staff in more than

mobility and engagement services, customer

40 locations. Since its inception, Kofax has

communication management software,

garnered more than 25,000 customers in 70

digital process automation, and RPA.2 In late

countries across North America, Europe, Latin

2018, Kofax acquired Nuance’s Document

America, the Middle East/Africa, and Asia. It

Imaging business for $400 million, which

delivers its products through both a direct sales

added scan-to-archive, scan-to-workflow,

channel and 650+ partners and integrators.

print management, and document security

The firm’s history is rich in acquisitions; Kofax

to Kofax’s intelligent automation platform.3

has not only acquired companies, but has

Soon after, in 2019, Kofax acquired Top Image

itself been acquired twice since 2015, before

Systems, which provides on-premise and

becoming the single, independent private-

cloud-based content-centric applications

equity-backed Thoma Bravo portfolio company

for business processes such as procure-

it is today.1 As a privately held business,

to-pay operations, remittance processing,

Kofax does not disclose revenues, but Deep

integrated receivables, and customer response
management.
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Analytics within process and task

Market and
Technology Positioning

automation to determine, for example,
aberrant paths, an emerging dynamic for
case handling during process execution,
and process patterns

From a digital process automation perspective,
Kofax provides customers with a portfolio of

Kofax combines these five capabilities into an

intelligent automation solutions designed for

intelligent automation platform (with a single

structured process automation, dynamic case

SKU).

management, and robotic process automation.

Over the past 18 months, Kofax has

Reflecting longer-term market trends, the

transitioned to integrate its core products

company now positions digital process

(capture, process orchestration, RPA, analytics,

automation and RPA as part of its more

and mobile engagement) into a single platform.

expansive intelligent automation platform that

This shift was largely based on meeting the

incorporates the following products that work

evolving market for customer experience,

together or separately:

innovation, compliance, and data.

AI-enabled cognitive capture from

From an RPA perspective, Kofax has made

structured, semi-structured, and

significant investments to provide a low-

unstructured sources, including text

code solution making it easier for citizen

streams (e.g., Alexa), documents,

developers to build and deploy robots. These

multichannel (e.g., chatbots), and mobile

enhancements have proved essential for RPA

interfaces for forms or signatures that are

customers to scale from, say, 50 to 1,000

integrated with process automation

robots while grappling with robot lifecycle

Process orchestration for building,

management. Part of Kofax’s 2020 roadmap

running, and managing automation across

includes a single unified UI across the suite

applications, data, and the workforce

of products. Based on similar customer and

Robotic process automation for
automating repetitive tasks (such

partner feedback, Kofax also integrated its
three separate professional services teams into
a single consolidated organization.

as copying content from packaged
applications into spreadsheets, monitoring

This combination of technologies allows Kofax

emails for criticality and responding,

to target the manual and document-intensive

copying information from websites, and

business processes within business operations,

extracting data from one source into

customer experience, and end-to-end digital

spreadsheets), integrating with capture,

transformation. Examples of processes that

and increasingly utilizing AI

Kofax has automated include loan processing,

Mobility and engagement software

order fulfillment, communications, accounts
payable, invoice processing, claims processing,

for multichannel communications with

customer onboarding, and constituent

customers, using technologies such as

engagement (i.e., in government agencies).

customer communications management,
e-signatures, facial recognition, and ondemand communications
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Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of
Kofax’s process automation positioning.
(Note: this radar graphic is not a product

Figure 1

Kofax’s Strategic Positioning

analysis or product rating; rather, it represents
business
apps

vendor positioning within the digital process

low-code

automation market.)
A deeper analysis of the categories on the
graph shows:
Kofax targets its low-code functionality at

customer
experience
1

process developers and business process

2

3

4

5

RPA

analysts. Longer term, the company intends
to expand its low-code capabilities to help
businesspeople and citizen developers
create automated processes. From a

content
services

business
operations

strategic perspective, Kofax intentionally
AI/ML

is not focused on the general-purpose
low-code market but instead plans to
remain focused on low-code for process
automation.
Robotic process automation (RPA)
is essential to Kofax’s strategy. While
process automation currently generates
the lion’s share of Kofax’s revenues, RPA

Legend
low-code
0 – no emphasis on low-code
1 – business developer focus
3 – extensive low-code tooling
5 – general purpose low-code
market

opportunities are increasing rapidly and
present a significant potential market
opportunity for Kofax, particularly as the
product encompasses greater support
for AI/ML. Kofax’s solution uses task
intelligence to record how human work

RPA
0 – no RPA offering
1 – custom integration
3 – 1+ partners/OOB
connectors
5 – deep partnership/native
RPA

customer experience
0 – focus on biz ops only
1 – focus on CX for biz ops
3 – targeting sales and
marketing
5 – strategic focus on end-toend CX-centric processes

tasks are done, encode those work steps
into a robot, and then deploy the robot.
RPA is integrated with other Kofax
products, so that robots can kick off
process automation processes as well
as using Kofax’s CCM product to launch
outbound communications. For customers
that are unclear whether to use RPA or
process automation, Kofax clarifies that
digital automation processes are usually
more templated and structured than RPA
scripts, which are not as structured as
process automation, making it easier for
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business operations
0 – focus on CX only
1 – targeting the back office
3 – pre-built use cases for back
office
5 – strategic focus on complex
business operations

content services
0 – no content support
1 – native content support
3 – partnership with 1+ content
providers
5 – native content services/
management

business apps
0 – no focus on business apps
1 – pre-built templates/forms
for specific processes
3 – 1+ pre-built apps >50%
packaged
5 – fully packaged apps

AI/ML
0 – no focus on AI/ML
1 – initial insights/
experimentation
3 – multiple AI/ML deployments
(e.g., capture, next best
action, NLP)
5 – native AI/ML in DPA product
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organizations to design agile processes

data entry, restricted channels, exclusive

using RPA. Kofax’s RPA product also

reliance on paper documents, reliance on

integrates with other products through APIs

“print, sign, and fax back,” and insufficient

and SDKs.

information for customers that reduces the

Content services is a strategic market,

value of the customer interaction.

although Kofax has stayed out of the

Customer experience is a core market

content repository business. Instead,

for Kofax. Kofax has seen an uptick in

Kofax partners with leading content services

the number of customer experience

companies for repository management and

engagements that businesses are pursuing.

content governance. Kofax provides high-

Kofax’s customer communications product

end capture, such as creating digital images

provides enhanced customer engagement

from scanners, PDFs, and emails; providing

through high-volume, customized,

high-volume customer communications

contextualized, and personalized outbound

output; supporting sentiment analysis from

transactional information (e.g., statements,

text; and using natural language processing

invoices, insurance policies, and technical

(NLP) to extract entities for context.

documentation). Across its platform, Kofax

Cognitive capture is integrated with other

is focused on helping customers implement

components of the intelligent automation

omnichannel solutions that encompass

platform.

chatbots, voicebots, mobile apps, intelligent

AI/ML technology is essential to the
firm’s intelligent automation platform,
and RPA specifically. For example, Kofax
anticipates that combining process mining
with AI/ML can help to discover and

devices (e.g., Amazon Echo), and other
customer channels. Kofax also sees an
opportunity to combine process modeling
with customer journey mapping, which is
now on the product development roadmap.

improve work patterns for operationalizing

Business applications are now part of

within RPA scripts or new process model

Kofax’s product portfolio, particularly

iterations. Kofax also envisions that

with the acquisition of Top Image Systems,

combining AI/ML with RPA and process

which provides on-premise and cloud-

automation will support intelligent

based content-centric applications for

document classification, data extraction,

business processes. These applications

document clustering, and signature

are predominately targeted at business

verification, for example, through pre-

operations but also include customer

training and unsupervised learning.

experience applications and end-to-

Business operations is where Kofax
started, and remains a core market for

end processes, such as procure-to-pay
operations.

the firm, from both the digital process
automation and RPA task automation
perspectives. The company’s focus is
on empowering business operations
by combining robots and the human
workforce. Kofax seeks to alleviate
customer pain points such as repetitive
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march that positions the company squarely in

Our Opinion
Kofax has a deeper bench in the process
automation market and the information
management market than many buyers
realize. While Kofax sells its technologies as
standalone products in target markets, it’s more
appropriate to think of the company’s platform
as an integrated portfolio of automation
solutions. In addition to its comprehensive
product lineup of process automation, RPA,

the so-called enterprise information market
(a combination of process and information
technologies), the company’s marketing
investment needs a serious boost. Starting
with the basics (its own website), Kofax must
visibly expand outward to create greater buyer
awareness and a higher profile. Ultimately,
communicating and demonstrating Kofax’s
capabilities in the market will be critical in
capitalizing on Kofax’s aggressive business
expansion strategy.

customer communication management,
cognitive capture, and purpose-built
applications, Kofax also has a global footprint,
a large customer base, and an extensive sales

Advice to Buyers

force. Clearly the company has an appetite and

Shortlist Kofax if seeking a vendor with a broad

deep pockets for acquisitions that bolster its

portfolio of in-house process/content solutions,

already significant strategic advantage from

including RPA, process automation (with case

combining RPA with process automation.

management), customer communications
management, intelligent capture, and content-

So, what’s missing? Kofax’s market presence

centric applications for industry-specific

and competitive profile doesn’t match the

and horizontal business processes. When

scale of the company’s operations and its

examining products, look closely to determine

forward-leaning acquisition roadmap. The

how well Kofax’s integrated single platform

company’s integrated products and platform

addresses your firm’s need for content/process

positioning are largely – and regrettably – an

integration, process/RPA integration, process/

untold story. Regrettably because Kofax has a

customer communications integration, and

stronger position than many buyers realize. But,

other integration between process automation

it’s extremely difficult to find information on

and more recently acquired products. As with

Kofax’s website; too often a search for product

any vendor that has an acquisition-intensive

overviews rapidly devolves into bug fixes and

business strategy, it is important to get an

other technical details. Given that Kofax plans

in-depth product roadmap that focuses on

to continue an acquisition and integration

current and future integration plans.

Endnotes
1

In 2015, Lexmark International acquired Kofax, which was then

2 Kofax acquired Singularity in 2011 for business process

combined with Perceptive Software. Soon afterward, in 2016,

management and case management. The firm acquired Kapow in

Lexmark was acquired by Apex Technology Company and PAG Asia

2013 for robotic process automation software.

Capital. A year later, in 2017, Thoma Bravo bought three entities:
Kofax, ReadSoft, and Perceptive Software, and ultimately combined
Kofax and ReadSoft into Kofax while Perceptive Software was
acquired by Hyland Software (another Thoma Bravo company).

3 The Kofax Intelligent Automation platform includes process
automation, RPA, intelligent capture, mobility and engagement, and
advanced analytics.
4 Other process automation companies with in-house RPA are
Appian, Nintex and Pegasystems.
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SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

The first process automation vendor to acquire

Continue to deepen and leverage AI/ML capabilities

an RPA product, and only one of four process
automation vendors currently with in-house RPA

within their intelligent automation platform that
4

supports structured process automation, case

Strong focus on case management

management, task automation via RPA, intelligent

Process automation integrated with intelligent

content capture, and content-centric applications

capture

Position Kofax as a comprehensive player in the

RPA integrated with AI/ML

enterprise information management market

Newly acquired content-centric process

Build upon process automation by leveraging the

applications such as procure-to-pay operations,

content-centric applications provided by recently

remittance processing, integrated receivables,

acquired Top Image System

and customer response management

Continue an acquisition path that enhances Kofax’s

Strong history and deep roots in content capture

reach across the intelligent automation platform

Opportunities

Results

Cross-sell process automation and RPA, as

Acquired an RPA company before high valuations

well as process automation and customer

closed the acquisition window

correspondence management

Used deep pockets to expand recently into

Introduce next-generation process modeling that

content capture and content-centric applications

integrates with customer journey mapping to

Transitioned from individual product lines into an

better understand end-to-end processes from a

intelligent automation platform (note: Kofax is

CX and operational perspective

still working on commonality across the platform
components)

Research Series:
Digital Process Automation State of the Market
This report is part of Deep Analysis’s Digital Process Automation State of the
Market research series, which includes these reports:
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Current Assessment 2019
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025
Vendor Vignettes for Digital Process Automation Vendors
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Deep Analysis

About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

About the Author
Connie Moore is Vice President and
Principal Analyst at Deep Analysis.
She joined the firm after four years

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

as Senior Vice President, Research, at

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

Digital Clarity Group, and more than

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

twenty years as Research Director and
Vice President at Forrester Research.
Connie is a widely acclaimed speaker,
advisor, consultant, and expert in
digital process automation, customer
experience management, digital

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

experience platforms, and content

future market opportunities.

services. In 2014 Connie received the

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

globally recognized Marvin Manheim

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

Award for influence, contribution,

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Workflow Management Coalition's

and distinction based on standout
contributions to the field of workflow
and business process management.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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